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FOREWORD

Instructional television in adult eh. cation is a rela-
tively recent development about which there has been con-
siderable debate but little literature.

Dr. Robert Carlson, professionally trained as both an
adult educator and historian, has attempted to bring some
insights and perspective to this issue in the present mono-
graph. he has written it in his unique subjective-historical
style, which often is more subjective than historical.

There will be, undoubtedly, much discussion about this
monograph as was already evidenced by some individuals who
were aske,. to critically review it prior to publication.
The ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult Education recognising the
nature of the contents of this review presents it in the
belief that public discussion by scholars advances knowledge.

We are grateful to Bob Carlson for siaring his efforts
with the field, and to Us. Doris Cherto and the Syracuse
University Publications in Continuing alucation for making
this publication available to a wider audience.

Stanley ;4. 6rabowski
Director
ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult Education

August 1, 1973
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s relative failure as a primary instrument
of learn' ng, adult _location professor ;.:alcrian Knowles of os-

ton vers ity wrote " may be because educational
television has t,, the entertainment industry for its
rationale, gaid Lug principles, and techniques, rather than to
adult education" ( :1.34L' ). Another adult educator, henry Alter,
toou a .1 ifferent point Jf view: "::onconmercial television....

is becoming a... force today. . by breaking the stereotype that
is entertaining... ;can not i,c educational. All any-

one has to do to ,disprove that fallacy s to look at today 's tel-

evision programming "

;These diametrically opposed positions ad opted .u:yr two re-
spected adult ucat ion practitioners and theoreticians re flect
the continuing controversy in the field over the place that
should e accorded by adult educators to :.)nr-:ornmercia.1 cultural -

informational television ( otherwise known as Public 'Television

or PIT: ) Knowles : :cull go as far as to withhold the designation
of adult education from most TV cultural and informational pro -
grams. A few theoreticians, such as adult education professor
Coolie Verner of the University of British Columbia, would go
even farther. Verner has banished from the field of adult edu-
cat 3.on virtually all Lelevision programming, including most in-
s truction,?1 or d :dac tic (IT:) programming for adults (Coolie
Verner, "llef in i tion of Terms ," in dale Jensen, et .al., ed.,

Adult Education, Washington, D.C. : Adult Education Association
of the U.S.A., 1..u1 , p. :i2). His position, however, is rela-
tively extreme w Lth 'Ai the field. Even the narrowly-based John-
stone study accepted LTV as fitting i.ts definition of adult ed-
ucation (John W.C. Johnstone and Ramon J. Rivera, Volunteers for
'.,earning, Cilicago : Aldine Publisicing co., iii')). Cultural-in-
formational te .Lev is i on has been of more concern to theoreticians

of the profess ion than didactic r: because P 17: 's adult education

programmi:,g, has tended to be, in the tridest sense of the word,

"entertain lug.
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THE REVIEW

Public Television has inclined to a much greater extent than
Instructional 7V to emphasize its natural role as a broadcasting
medium. Journalistic and performance values have tended to pre-
dominate in PTV over the didacticism of traditional schooling or
the discussion approach of traditional adult education. Given
these deviations of the medium from the "educational" norms,
theoreticians like Verner and Knowles have tended to reject PTV
as a meaningful part of the adult education movement in the Uni-
ted States.

This literature review will explore the controversy in adult
education regarding the place of PTV in this field. It will con-
tend that the view a person takes of the field of adult education,
his definition, is crucial to the position he takes in this con-
troversy. It will argue the thesis that definitions of adult
education writ small have prevented the field from embracing PTV
as one of the truly outstanding dimensions of adult education in
U.S. society in the past five to ten years, from about 1962 until
the early 1970s.

This study will also look at some of the notions in adult
education which discourage acceptance of PTV as a unique broad-
cast form of education. Concerns arising from these notions
will be analyzed. Based on this analysis, the review will argue
that if the values of adult education, writ small, were to
achieve dominance in Public Television, independent-minded Amer-
icans would be much the worse off for such "progress."

A iireakdown OccurrinE in PTV

Blinded by preciously narrow vogue definitions, the profes-
sional field of adult education in 1973 appeared unconcerned
over the fact that PTV in its broadcast form was in the process
of being strangled by inimical forces (12, 56, 62, 83, and 37).
At least zome 111 Ulu field way even have been hoping that a re-
duction or deNdse of PTVIs public affairs programming, in par-
ticular, would result in increased opportunity to use the chan-
nels for adult education of a variety with more currency in the
profession at the moment (15). because of the popularity of
narrow definitions, some adult educators may indeed have sensed
that a breakthrough for the field was about to occur in edu-
cational television at the very time that the reality was, on
the contrary, s 1,reakdoun.

In providing a review of literature regarding the cultural-
informational or PTV dimension of educational television, this
study will emphasize writings within the mainstream of the adult
education profession but will not limit itself to that area
alone. Indeed, relatively few professional adult educators have
dealt in any dep" with cultural-informational television in
their writing. .anry Alter, Robert Blakely, Robert Carlson,
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and Eugene Johnson are the major writers on this topic in the
field. Otners like John ;demi and John Ohliger (44) have ex-
pressed interest but have not explored PTV to any extent in
their writings. Still others, like Aalcolm Knowles and Coolie
Verner, have manufactured theoretical arguments rejecting PTV- -
arguments based both upon the field's current ideological biases
and upon its relative lack of understanding of the TV medium.

The adult education profession over the years has generally
tended to ignore PTV (57 and 58), which seemed all too prone to
ignore the profession and the theories, values, and commitments
in vogue in the field. There is no doubt but what public broad-
casters, for their part, have been hesitant to plug into the
existing adult education establishment and its ongoing programs.
Their hesitancy, it will be shown, has much to do with the broad-
castiL; or journalistic nature of the PTV medium and with de-
mands inconsistent with that nature made upon them by many adult
educators.

ior this review to provide perspective on the cultural-in-
formational dimension of educational television in the absence
of much discussion in the field it has been necessary to go be-
yond the mainstream adult education profession. The study in-
cludes a selection of thinking from the PTV industry or insti-
tution itself, from the field of schooling, from government,
and from philanthropy. This thinking, like that in adult edu-
cation, has been divided.

A-V Aid vs. Unique ethod

The literature of adult education, as it relates to PTV,
clearly indicates basic disagreement based on definitic.i. If
the writer defines adult education narrowly, he is likely to
view television as an audio-visual technique for disseminating
existing adult education programming. lie judges PTV on criteria
presently in vogue in the profession. If he takes a broader
view of the field, on the other hand, he is likely to consider
television a unique adult education method of its own, requiring
approaches different from those in use elsewhere in the profes-
sion. is less prone to question PTV for seeking to conduct
adult education according to broadcasting values. The crucial
philosophical Issue, then, is the relative broadness of one's
definition of the field operationalized in a view of the tele-
vision me6ium as an audio- visual technique or as a unique method
of adult educatiol.

Phis way of mnalyeing the situation is an application of
the morel education processes developed by Professor

.:corner of the Jniversity of British Columbia in his 1542
publication, A Conceotual Scheme for the Identification and
Classification of Processes fur Adult :::ducation (Washington,
D.C.: Adult Education Association of the U.S.A.). It will be
utilized in this review to question the arguments of those
theoreticians, paradoxically including Verner himself, who re-
ject television as a viable instrument of adult education.
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If the adult educator defines the field broadly and decides
to recognize PTV as a unique method, he can inure .ns ideological
claptrap the attacks on it by lerner and others for failing to
provide person-to-p erson interaction and an evaluation process
that measures cliange in viewer behavior (11, 27, and 32). Verner
and most of the other adult education theoreticians critical of
PTV have become lockeI into a narrow framework by their unwill-
ingness to accept PTV as an adult education method with unique
approaches. They decry its bronylcacting and journalistic values.
in their commitment to their narrow definition of the field, they
demand that Pr/ subnit to such current adult education values as
interaction and quantitative evaluation. They can accept PTV
only as an auclin-visual technique or device to be used in concert
with some other overall !ethoLl of adult education that allows for
their brand of interaction and evaluation.

Ideologically-Oriented Suggestions for Improvement

Ideologically 'enund, Verner are] his colleagues seek to
"Intprnve" Public '2elevision preeramine. They recorremend :neon-
perating telephone call-ins and special r:eviees for oonnecting
!tone eetn and eie.. eve ".7!.t't the transnitting stations. Such sic
gestions, while relevant for a few PT': and ITV programs, &same
that all televised adult education must involve twoIID.:,' comsnunl.-
eatien and a :leans 'or enuluatt.ng change:: in viewer knewletee ne
attitude. Pr.' leo:, net :Laterally len," toelf to :each an

ilren'i. t leaLiTne erefenen aro_ a Inn or:neater
searee :ernerla evin: of television as al audio-visual device

for iistribet o eintine patterns of a 1111.t ntration.
believes that P1": cv involve the 1 zero:: and his experience
In the learning, irneees and cannot alien ni h to interact with
teachers and other learners. nince these :lotions underlie
inlowleS's ef init education, 1 is unwilling to ac-
eept nost proeranmin,; as tri'llt e,,ueation. Knowles is thus
force I to conclude tnat PTV and other 'Lass media likely "cannot
serve as effective Ineinary Instruments of adult learning: (32:
343). Adult education, i.n linveles's nin-1 as in i.iernerls, re-
qui res a nix of de v' cos that vi 11 enable i rect and measurable
vie: er involveeent an; interaction.

Ghee Argueent for :ineine as an A -. Device Analyzed

Kno....les is about as Liognatie as 1crr.er in rejecting PTV as
an instrument of adult education. attacks the :nediurn for
casting aside his view of the crucial values in adult education
in favor of broa.,:castine values or, as he puts it, entertain-
ment values. :le cmpares, quite unfavora,nly, the approaches of
broadcasting with those of adult educatiOn:

Entertainnent has as its goal satisfaction and
pleasure in the present moment; adult education's
goal is issatisfaction and change. Entertainment



puts its participants in a comfortable, rela-
tively passive role; adult education puts its
participants into the highly active role of
engaging in a process of self-inquiry. Enter-
tainment treats its clientele as a more or less
uniform audience with common nmedz, interests,
tastes, and purposes; adult education sees its
clientele as a collection of individuals, each
with his unique needs, interests, tastes, and
purposes, and assumes that these individual
differences will cause differences in what is
learned. Entertainment establishes a relation-
ship of one-way flow of communication from trans-
mitter to receiver; adult education relies heavily
on dynamic interaction among the learners and be-
tween learners and teachers. Entertainment assumes
that the transmitters are in the best position to
know what is good for the receivers; adult education
assumes that learners will in the Last analysis
Learn best what they choose to learn... (32:342
and 343).

It is apparent that Knowles shares the Verner ideology.
They reject PTV for being what they consider a one-way medium.
Knowles then seeks to stigmatize PTV by comparing it unfavorably
with his own idealized version of the rest of the field. PTV
comes off as furthering passivity, uniformity, and authoritar-
ianism. 6efore accepting his conclusions it would be wise to
subject them to reasonably close analysis.

FIV programming may bring satisfaction, for which Knowles
attacks it, but it may also help bring dissatisfaction and
change. Witness the program, "Who Invited US," that questioned
the U.S. role in Vietnam. Witness programs questioning the
sacrosanct places in American society of the banks and the FBI.
Indeed, the Richard idxon administration in the U.S. has been
pressuring PTV, unfortunately with increasing success, to jet-
tison such public affairs prograrining that projects "dissatis-
faction" and encourages "change" (12, 42, 56, 62, 33, and 87).

While Public Television has not perhaps lived up to its
potential as a questioning institution, one wonders whether
adult education is a field from which any stones should be cast.
Jack London of the University of California, writing in a 1972
Syracuse University Publication in Adult Education on Paulo
Freire, edited by Stanley Grabowski, provided some perspective
on recent programs in other areas of adult education. "As an
adult educator, particularly during the 1960's," London wrote,
"I have followed the field of adult education and have :men dis-
turbed by its bland approach, its non-controversial stance, and
its safe and respectable perspective." Indeed, it has been
claimed that it is Public Television that is in the vanguard of
adult education when 't comes to dealing with America's crucial
issues of poverty, race, and civil rights (2).
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PTV tuld Passivity for the :lasses?

Sore PTV programming nay encourage passivity, as Knowles
charges, but for that matter, so may some other types of adult
education. Despite Kn,:wles's statement to the contrary, how-
ever, cultural-informational TV programs may encourage indi-
vidual viewers to engage "in a process of self-inquiry." View-
ers might even discuss certain programs with their families and
friends at the dinner table, at the coffee break, or in the bar
room. It all depends on the program and ',:ho is involved in
watching it. but the adult educator can't get in there and
evaluate the level of "self-inquiry," interaction, or learning
attained. Perhaps it's more in the interest of the viewer, how-
ever, to avoid the normative influences of "the group" and the
evaluative instruments of such adult educators.

Knowles seems to assume that interaction protects the
viewer from possible one-way TV propaganda. Depending upon the
society and the particular programming at the time, it is pos-
sible that one-way PTV could have evil influences on viewers.
hut, if the society and the programming at the time provide such
propaganda, it is reasonable to assume that Knowles's two-way
interaction will be invoked not to counter the propaganda but to
norm people to the notions being fostered. It may well be in
the interests of freedom to avoid at all costs building into PTV
Knowles's two-way interaction.

The notion, furthermore, that programs of adult education
are tailored to the needs and purposes of specific audiences
while PTV programs appeal to the mass audience is a misinter-
pretation of PTV programming philosophy. PTV program:, just as
other adult education programs, are directed to different audi-
ences (43 and 31.4). Clearly, the "needs, interests, tastes,
and purposes" of each individual in the audience will affect
what is learned via any programs of adult education, including
PTV programs.

A Closed-ginded View of Interaction questioned

Knowles's rejection of Public Television as relying on a
one-way flow of communication overlooks the fact that the
viewer has a mind which will interact with the information pre-
sented. In evaluating the Knowles attack on PTV, adult educa-
tion practitioners need to maintain a critical spirit, taking
with a grain of salt statements by a group-oriented adult edu-
cator like Knowles suggesting that "dynamic interaction" can
occur only in a group. As indicated by the foregoing analysis,
PTV clearly is no more an inevitable purveyor of uniformity,
passivity, and authoritarianism than is any other method of
adult education.

The philosophy that rejects PTV as too authoritative an
approach for adult education, if carried to its logical ccn-
clusion, could reject a book for the same reason. Surely,
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F.n:les would not wish to have his buoi,.s the shelves ",f
abaft e,:udutors hls :.ight de viewed L

rather than ,i:sdussed by grmtps. Let's face it. "...:,earn-

ers will in the last analysis learn best what they choose to
as Knowles puts it in attacking PTV, hcther in groups,

in front uC a bock, ur in front or a TV set.

Criven the narrow (1,,finitiuns promulgated by Kllolez and
erne r, only a very lim'ted lueuer of 'IT: programs eould over

jualify as adult educat'.on programs. Knowles has provided a
list of the types df programs that aohLeve his official bless-

incIlldin those which ena.ge in cammull.ty level,_,pment or
make use J!: discussion groups (3)!31.7).

n, ,J.hnson and the Verner-Knowles Phaosopl,y

Program.; initiated over the years by Eugene Johnson, former
exedutie direct3r cf the Adult Education Association of the
U.S.A., loom large in Knowles's mind as good broadcast adult
education. These were the San i;ernardino Valley College Com-
munity Education Project and the St. Louis Metroplex Assembly.
The former, conducted in the early 1950s, combined radio and
discussion. The latter programs combined TV and discussion
groups to involve people in talking about fundamental issues
and values in an effort to "reestablish a sense of community"
in the urban environment (26).

Johnson is another advocate of television as an audio-
visual tool. He has sought to use it to bring people face-to-
face in discussion groups to achieve specific measurable changes
in attitudes and knowledge (27 and 26:11, 46, and 47). As late
as 1967 he was arguing publicly that PTV should seek to facili-
tate a return in the twentieth century United States of "the
kind of town meeting" which he thought was "characteristic of
American society in the colonial era" (28).

Johnson, Knowles, and Verner subscribe to that ucfinition
of adult education which excludes methods lacking direct person-
to-person interaction and the means for measuring behavior
change brought about by such interaction. While their philos-
ophy leads them to believe that cultural-informational TV is
not in itself an instrument of adult education, they are unable
to scrap such a powerful inno,^ation as television. They there-
fore find a way to coopt the medium into their own framework.
They conclude that PTV, in Knowles's words, "can truly serve
educational purposes," but "only in combination with other
media" (32:343). In the view of this group of adult education
theoreticians, PTV is not a method of adult education but may be
used by adult educators only as a technique or device in con-
junction with some other methodology more ideologically accept-
able for adult education, narrowly defined.

The Henry Alter Position

The notion of PTV as useful in adult education only as a
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technique or device has been a powerful concept in the field.
It was a view taken early-on by Henry Alter, who eventually be-
came the leading proponent of PTV as a separate and unique
method of adult education. In the late 1950s and early 1960s,
however, Alter sought "to promote interaction between broadcast-
ing activities and face-to-face educational activities" (3).
Alter argued for "follow-up" actions that would make cultural-
informational programs "educational" in the narrow sense. In
Ids professional role as a staff member of the National Educa-
tional Television Network, Alter prepared aid disseminated study
guides, discussion manuals, and other publi(ations, and encour-
aged establishment of study-discussion group around the nation
in conjunction with certain nationally distributed PTV program
series (3 and 13). He became the profession's folk-hero, car-
rying the banner of adult education among the "Philistines" of
Public Isroadcasting.

Alter soon proved a turncoat, however, as by 1968 he re-
jected the narrow definition of adult education. That was the
year he published a seeinal booklet which provided increased
theoretical grounding for adult educators opting for a broader
vision both of the field and of cultural-informational tele-
vision than that offered by the Johnson-Verner-Knowles analysis.
Entitled 0f :Tessa es and Aedia: Teaching awl Learning by Public
Television, this ,.3-page publication distinguished PTV as a dis-
tinctive educative" method. Public Television, Alter stated
categorically, "is not an audio-visual ai." (2:7).

Attack on the :;arrov 7iew

Alter claimed that educational television had "become a
public forum, reflecting the issues and the culture of the
nation as a whole." Instead of providing a didactic experience,
he wrote, PTV "educates in its own way, that is, by the subtle
power exerted by any sustained exposure to impulses of signifi-
cance or beauty." 1Is argument indicated a position that PT7's
essence was closer to the field of broadcast journalism and
performance than to education, narrowly defineri.

Indeed, Alter seemed to accept broadcast journalism and
performance within his own broad definition of adult education.
Public Television, he wrote, raises the intellectual and aes-
thetic tone of the community, increases to a level of excel-
lence the controversy over significant matters, and furthers
the public's ability to make wise choices. PTV's informational
programs, he argued, helped "crystallize opinion and commit-
ment," while its cultural programs enhanced "sensitivity and
taste." Nowhere in his analysis was there any narrow require-
ment for two-way interaction of the sort demanded by Johnson,
Verner, and Knowles.

Alter illustrated his theoretical analysis of PTV adult
education with a description of National Educational Television
programs broadcast during 1967 (2:10-36). The meaningful
nature of these programs strongly buttressed his case for a
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definition of adult education that would include the cultural -
informational progmning of educational television.

Rejecting demands that PTV accept a narrow definition of
education, Alter argued that Public Television should do what
it does best. It should "communicate primary human experience,
defying time and distance." PTV's "curriculum," he wrote, should
be "the ever-changing scene of issues and problems that confront
the American people and in the arts, a sampling of contemporary
culture and the forces that shape it."

A Unique Mission for PTV

Alter believed that PTV had its own particular job of adult
education to do in its own particular way, a way that trans-
cended traditional patterns both of schooling and of informal
adult education. He no longer seemed so concerned to supple-
ment PTV with publications and discussion.

PTV's responsibility was, in Alter's word, "educative"- -
the provision of people with "an instinctive, intuitive under-
standing of the major currents and styles of the world in which
they live." Analytical understanding, he thought, could be
achieved by other means of adult education. Let PTV emphasize
the intuitive rather than the cognitive, the general rather
than the specific, and the random rather than the systematic.
That, in Alter's view, was a form of adult education and an ex-
cellent and crucial form of it, as well.

Alter's powerful polemic did not prevent further swipes at
the PTV medium by some members of the adult education profes-
sion. Eugene Johnson, who had testified in behalf of the Public
Broadcasting Act of 1967 (28), a year later bemoaned Public Tel-
evision's lack of interest in developing uses for informational
programs within some "comprehensive program of public affairs
education that goes beyond television broadcasts" (Mass Media/
Adult Education, April, 1968, p. 3). James Zigerell, dean of
Chicago City College's TV College, provided a variation on the
Knowles anti-entertainment theme. 'Professional ETV broad-
casters, given to aping the big-time commercial broadcaster,"
Zigerell wrote, "often lust after the...production with the
big bang, shying away from the less frenetic, articulated series
that leads the thoughtful adult in search of enlightenment and
mental nutriment to the pursuit of a serious interest or the
search for questions instead of immediate answers" (57).

Public Television also had many friends, both in govern-
ment and in philanthropy. These included AeGeorge Bundy and
Fred Friendly of the Ford Foundation. There was also the
prestigious membership of the special Carnegie Commission on
Educational Television, the group that coined the phrase- -
Public Television--to cover cultural and informational program-
ming (14). There was, as well, the federal government's Cor-
poration for Public 3roadcasting, established by 1968 with
considerable financial backing from the Ford Foundation and

9



from Congress, and with the moral sanction of the Carnegie Com-
mission.

Bundy and Friendly viewed PTV as a vital force in the edu-
cation of adults, as well as others (10 and 23). They saw much
value in the medium's public affairs potential and in its cul-
tural programming of dance, drama, and music. Bundy called for
Public Television to be critical of existing institutions and
to increase programming that. would "challenge assumptions under-
lying our contemporary society" (10).

John Macy, the first president of the Corporation for Pub-
lic Broadcasting, was arother advocate of the view of PTV as a
method rather than as an audio-visual aid. He termed PTV a
medium of challenge and enlightenment. With much satisfaction
he quoted Newsweek's statement that the dull, stodgy image of
educational television was giving way to "lively, provocative,
'public television' that not only informs but entertains as
we II" ( 36 ) .

The Fading Vision of a Unique Mission

The friends of PTV, however, had their differences. Stephen
White, a staff representative of the Carnegie Commission, argued
that Alndy and Frienaly sought to impose journalistic values up-
on this unique PTV metho2ology (55). White, by inference,
claimed that the imposition or journalistic values was as much
an audio-visual use of the PT; medium as any imposition of nar-
row educational values. White AO, in essence, attempting to
turn Henry Alter's own argument against him. Without contend-
ing with the issues raised by Alter, White sought to dismiss the
argument that the essence of PTV as a media% was closer to the
fields of broadcast journalism and performance than to the field
of education, narrowly defined.

Within a few years the enemies of the PTV method, as it was
defined by henry Alter, had gained the upper hand. By 1973 it
appeared that Professor Zigerell's wish might be coming true
that pry. would become devoted primarily to the service of the
educational establishment as an audio-visual device (57 and 58).

The re-direction of Public Television from a philosophy of
uniqueness to that of an audio-visual aid for instruction and
traditional adult education was led by the Richard Nixon ad-
ministration. Clay Whitehead, Nixon's director of the Office
of Telecommunications Policy, called in 1971 for PTV to pro-
vide less public affairs and cultural programming and more
instruction (5o). Soon John Macy resigned as president of the
Corporation for Public iiroadcasting. A host of Nixon appointees,
many of them with experience in the U.S. international propa-
ganda agency, the Voice of America, moved into posts vacated by
those associated with Macy. The Nixon administration embraced
the notion of P17 as an audio-visual aid, not for the democracy
such adult educators as Knowles, Verner, and Johnson thought
was inherent in the concept, but in order to suppress critical
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opinion (87).

Enemies of the Broad View Gaining

Thomas B. Curtis, one -time Republican congressman and form-
erly a Nixon-appointed head of the Voice of America, became for
a short time in 1972 and early 1973 a member and chairman of the
board of directors of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
In tne Senate hearings which confirmed his appointment, Curtis
told his questioners that he would tend to "emphasize the edu-
cational aspects" of Public Television. Although he claimed he
held a broadly conceived definition of education, he indicated
that he "could easily come to the conclusion" that the Corpor-
ation for Public FA-oadcasting should not fund PTV public affairs
programs or at least some forms of such programs (52).

At the sane time, a veteran noncommercial TV broadcaster
with a commitment to using his station as an audio-visual device
for hire to the Minneapolis-St. Paul educational and charitable
establishment, John Schwarzwalder, pressed for national imple-
mentation of his philosophy of educational television (46). In
a caustic article in TV Guide Schwarzwalder attacked some of the
most challenging of P/737aional programs. He claimed that
the relatively few outstanding programs of this nature--"Banks
and the Poor," "Who Invited US," the program segment question-
ing the FBI, and a program in which a dedicated American told
why she felt she had to give up her American citizenship--were
improper because they leaned toward the political left and
thereby lacked objectivity and balance. Schwarzwalder, who long
had argued for emphasis on federal funding of local stations
rather than of national organizations and key program producing
stations, called for returning the medium to "educational use."

Public Television in 1973 was clearly in difficulty. A
quick-march return of Public Television to educational tele-
vision, with "educational" writ small, was underway in the
United States. For political reasons the narrow definition of
education was more and more popular. Should the narrow defini-
tion win out it ma;,' well result in the institutionalization and
mummification of Public Television as a safe audio-visual tool
for the existing educational establishment.

The great dream for noncommercial TV in America in the
first half of the 1970s seemed not to be the questioning of
basic assumptions urged by Fred Friendly and McGeorge Bundy.
It appeared, rather, to be a Sesame Street for adults which
combined narrow "educational" values and "show biz" with the
purpose of, in the words of Thomas Curtis, "knitting the
society together" (52). This thinly disguised drive for
homogeneity through clever Instructional Television--in com-
bination with literature and perhaps some two-way mechanisms--
may indeed be the immediate wave of the future for noncommer-
cial television (17 and so).
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PTV as the "People's Instrument"

Among the advocates of this use of PTV is a leading theore-
tician of adult education, Hobert Blakely. In his book, The
People's Instrument, Blakely called for the medium to achieve a
new national consensus that brings to a troubled America that
mythological peace and harmony described by educators as exist-
ing earlier in the nation's history (5).

While he offered many a verbal nod in the direction, of the
finer aspects of PTV, Blakely's book boils down to advocacy of
programming for disadvantaged adults after the fashion of Sesame
Street, that popular children's series combining didacticism with
media know-how. He wished to involve these adult viewers in a
dialogue and quantitatively evaluate their growth toward estab-
lished norms in American life. His well- meaning hope that "the
people's instrument" would create "a new sense of community"
unwittingly relied upon PTV to undertake a pacification campaign
against the non-eanformist in American society, particularly the
black man.

This use of PTV to norm people, it would seem, could be
reasonably consistent with the philosophy of adult education and
the views of PTV articulated by such advocates of the narrow
approach as Coolie Verner, Eugene Johnson, and especially Aal-
colm Knowles. Johnson's view of PTV as a two-way electronic
"town meeting," with provisions for evaluation, has most of the
requisites for Ilikely's brave new America. Knowles's article
on mass media and PTV rhapsodized upon the potential of experi-
ments "proceeding with subliminal, chemical, electrical, hyp-
notic, and other forms of stimuli to learning..." (32:347). Ac

saw all of these experiments, just as he and blakely see the
kind of PTV they advocate, as seeking "to help people achieve
their full capacities" (32:347 and 348).

From Journalism and Performance to behavior Change

Such is the danger of a philosophy of PTV that puts a
priority on the "educational" and downgrades the so-called
"journalistic." It may take very little to turn a relatively
benign and unique method like PTV into a dangerous audio-visual
device available for efforts to change behavior. Perhaps all
that is needed would be some two-way components, some means of
measuring behavior change, and a bit more euphemistically liber-
al language about helping "the people."

Such an approach has already readied tho drawing board of
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (40). it was named

ALPS, an acronym for Adult Learning Program Service. The stated

purpose of this contemplated ten-year series of programs was to
enable millions of Americans who have dropped out of school to
complete their high school diplomas. It would meet the require-

ments so dear to many in adult education for a TV learning plan
that incorporates printed materials and audience "feedback."
By following this traditional adult education ideology, ALPS
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hoped to plug dropouts from America's so-called learning society
back into the system via television.

Actually, the do-gooding rhetoric surrounding ALPS enabled
the Corporation for Public broadcasting to justify its efforts
to reduce commitments in the controversial public affairs area.
Although counter-pressures began to be felt by April of 1973,
attempts were made to "defer" public affairs because of the
higher priority needs of programming for disadvantaged Americans
(H7 and

If ALPS or its equivalent were to survive these counter-
pressures, however, what these disadvantaged Americans would
likely get via TV would be middle-class-approved skills and the
requisite attitude toward work. This Instructional Television
would also keep them busy and hopeful, whereas PTV public af-
fairs threatened at times to illuminate for them their hopeless
positions in the existing society and to stir them to seek to
change not themselves but the society.

Failure Devoutly to be Wished

One can only hope that the effort to bring poor people,
black people, school dropouts, Chicanos, even "hippy types"
before their TV sets to sup at the fountain of approved middle-
class knowledge will ultimately fail. It likely will. If the
ALPS program or its equivalent is launched, recipients of this
middle-class largesse will eventually discover the limited re-
wards of a high school diploma, these days. They will likely
come to recognize the cultural imperialism that attends these
supposedly altruistic offerings. When the "people" recognize
what their "instrument" is being used for, this phase of the
ETV movement will likely fall apart.

In the meantime, of course, the de-emphasis of public af-
fairs programs would likely result in the atrophy of this cru-
cial dimension of Public Television. Thus, in the name of
providing more "educational" adult education and of helping more
people "achieve their full capacities," Public Television may
well be destroyed as a viable instrument for achieving an in-
formed and critical public. That is what PTV station managers
and all Americans likely have to look forward to if they allow
adult education's vogue values to take precedence in their
medium.

The Role of the Adult Education Profession in PTV

This review must conclude on a somewhat pessimistic note.
It Is clear that PTV, viewed as a unique method of Adult edu-
cation, has been one of the most meaningful elements in American
adult education in recent years. As a result of its value, it
is in the process of being destroyed as a method and re-directed
as an audio-visual aid. The theory and practice now in vogue
in adult education has the potential for taking advantage of



this reaction and for giving adult educators a larger role in
educational television than heretofore. This analysis has shown,
hoaevr, that to the extent that the adult education establish-
ment ever takes half' of "The People's instrument" to "bring the
people together again," to that extent will the individual Amer-
ican be in great jeopardy.

It may well be that any continuing dominance in the profes-
sion of a narrow definition of adult education should disqualify
it from extensive involvement in Public Zalevision. It may be
in the best interests of "the people" to keep the PTV instrument
out of the hands of an adult education profession operating on a
narrow definition. Instead of viewing all adult education as a
two-way dialogue intent upon behavior change, it might be better
to broaden out the definition to incorporate such "educative"
experiences, to use henry Alter's term, as the type of cultural
and informational TV programming he described in his Of Messapes.
and Aedia (2). A broad definition might qualify the field for a
more extensive involvement in Public Television or at least for
a more serious recognition of its concerns for PTV by those in
charge of this broadcasting medium.
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THE LITERATURE

Part I: The Conflicting Ima

(1) Henry Alter, "Empathy, Daring, Freedom," Educational Broadcast-
ing Review, IV (February, 1970), p. 33.

The author took issue with Warren Seibert's call for dedi-
cating PTV to a narrow definition of education. Alter rejected
what he felt were Seibert's wishes that "public TV should be
somewhat less rublic, more cautiously academic, ano certainly,
less entertaining."

(2) Henry C. Alter, Of Messages and Media: Teaching and Learning
by Public Television, 1:rookline, Massachusetts: Center for
the Study of Liberal Education for Adults, 1)68. (Available
from Syracuse T;niversity Publications in Cootnuing Education,
224 Huntington Hall, Syracuse, ::ew York.)

(3)

Tile per pose of this essay was to explain and demonstrate
the special strength °C Public Television as an "educative"
method. Part One traced the evolution of educational tele-
vision, estLlated the performance of educational television
over the years, and analyzed and interpreted the special method
and style of Public Television as an educational medium. Part
Two described and discussed the procrams produced by National
Educational Television. It demonstrated how a viewer might
have "studied" such varied areas as geography, arts, science,
education, and current issues in the special style of tele-
vision--in shows dictated by events.

Henry Alter, "Television in the Community: We Seek an Ap-
proach," Adult Leadership, X (October, 1911), pp. 106-109.

This early philosophical analysis of educational televi-
sion by Alter seemed to assume the medium was a technique or
device for getting across certain content to those engaging in
a broader learning activity, one that transcended the televi-
sion medium. Alter believed his task as director of program
utilization for national Educational Television was "to pro-
mote interaction between broadcasting activities and face-to-
face educational activities." Having expressly excluded in-
structional-type programing from his purview, he planned to
undertake what he thought of as "follow-up" actions that would
make cultural-informational programs "educational" in a narrow
definitional sense.

(4) Michael J. Arlen, in Living-Room War, New York: The

Viking Press, 1969, pr. 129-131..

The television critic for the 7:ew Yorker magazine wrote
this article in support of a new Public Television public
affairs series that had received somewhat less than critical
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acclaim. Admitting weaknesesses in the program, he responded
sarcastically to some of the accusations that the program's
segments about black America allowed for tedium and a lack of
balance. "Tedium, admittedly, is pretty grim," Arlen wrote,
"but maybe the only worse thing than feeling it is never being
given the chance to find out whose tedium it really is."

Agreeing that a confrontation between a PTV studio of
blacks and whites was unbalanced, Arlen asked, "Why should it
be balanced? It was just very good, it unfolded, showed people
expressing things they thought about this issue; and if I knew
anywhere else on the airwaves that you found this sort of thing
I'd maybe be a little more offhand about what PBL did that
night, but then I don't." Arlen clearly accepted the broadcast-
ing approach to education exemplified by PAL.

(5) Robert J. 141akely, The People's Instrument: A Philosophy of
Programming for Public Television, Washington, D.C.: Public
Affairs Press, 1971.

(6)

(7)

While arguing that the primary role of Public Broadcast-
ing should be to help the American people use rational inquiry
methods to seek the "truth," Blakely showed propensities to use
PTV and adult education techniques to guide his "searching"
viewers ;a his own version of that "truth." Rational inquiry
was mere rhetoric. His basic goals were more in tune with the
behavior change and community development approaches of adult
education theoreticians such as Malcolm Knowles. lilakely's

goal was the development by PTV of commitment in all Americans
to a new national consensus.

Robert J. Blakely and Robert A. Carlson in an exchange on the
"interpretation of the American Dream," Educational Broadcast-
ing Aeview, VI (August, 1972), pp. 228-231.

raking exception to Carlson's review of his book in the
April issue of this leading professional journal, Blakely
forcefully reiterated his argument in behalf of a new American
consensus, his interpretation of the American Dream. Carlson
responded by asking ,lakeiy to re-examine his assumptions re-
garding consensus to see if he might unwittingly be disputing
in behalf of a white middle-class pacification program aimed
at black people. "Pie only hope for justice may be, not con-
sensus and talk," ..:arison wrote, "but continued struggle,
divisiveness and confrontation."

i.rederick Breitenfeld, Jr., "An Analysis of the Role of Prin-
cipal Philosophies of Adult Education in educational Televi-
sion Programming for Adults," ltipublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Syracuse Jniversity, Syracuse, ..ew York, 1963. (Available
from university :microfilms, Ann Arbor, :,lichigan, as order ,lo.

64-5644.)

Assuming educational television to be a form of liberal
adult education, Jreitenfeld investigated ETV programming in
terms of philosophical attitudes nndergirding it. He identified
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(9)

two views toward liberal adult education 2V programuing which
he termed traditionalist and modernist. ale traditionalist
argues, .reitenfeld wrote, that content transcends method,
that tne goal Jf liberal adult education is individual change,
that the audience for continuing education is limited to in-
tellectually curious community leaders, and that the result is
an improved corslunity. moOornist contends that method can
he educative in itself, the gwi of liberal adult education is
often community betterment, the audience for continuing edu-
cation is the entire populace, and the result is a group of
Unproved individuals.

Application of the model Juld prove difficult. it would
appear that the traditionalist-modernist argument breaks down
outside the context of :xeitenfeld's specific literary work.
It would be quite inaccurate, for exaAple, to assign to these
categories programming advocated by such adult educators as
Knowles, .lakely, Joislson, verner, Carlson, or Alter.

-rederick :Teiteafeld, Je., "A Statement on the :inancing of
Public i:roadcasting," ,ffice of the Ez:ecutive director, Ihry-
land Center for Public :roadcasting, 1.972. (Available from
:laryland Center for Public iroadeasting, cwings Mills, Mary-
land 21117.)

This highly political and highly acceptable statement in
1972 by the executive director of the ::aryland Center for
Public broadcasting rejected broadcasting values as the basis
for the medium. 1;reitenfeld argued for basing PTV, not upon
national public affairs and performance programing, but upon
the local stations and the less "glamorous" provision of ser-
vices to their clientele groups.

Vernon !ronson, Educational Television Goes Public,"
Educational iroadcasting Review, III (December, 1969), pp.
12-16.

This schoolman, long interested in using television for
instruction, worried that Public Television's orientation to
broadcasting values might turn it into an evil "American 1IRC."
orunson preferred to see Public Television become, instead,
Instructional Television -- "sound," "systematic," and "geared
to the needs of the schools."

(10) McGeorge Bundy, "Public 1:roadeasting: Progress and Promise,"
.;ational Association of Educational .:roadcasters Convention
Report, 1.4th Annual Convention, Washington, 1963,

PP. 3-8.

An enthusiastic lord foundation president told public
broadcasters to train their cameras on the political process,
to keep it "under analysis on a continuing basis," and to be
"bold." ho urged these relatively low level administrative
personnel, shortly after the election of a U.S. President
unsympathetic to the idea, to generate controversy and debate
for the light such heat would shed.
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(11) aobert A. Carlson, "Educator vs. Broadcaster in the Development
of Er:: A ,rief .:istory of Educational Television in the Uni-
ted States," in John A. hiemd, ed., Mess iebdia and Adult Edu-
cation, Englewood Cliffs, hew Jersey: Educational Dechnology
Publications, 1771.

Ibis historical study traced the development of Public
ielevision within a philosophical framework of debate between
broadcasting theory and much different theory advocated by
many schoolmen and by same adult educators. Jhile in earlier
days, Carlson wrote, the debate could be described as a "tem-
pest in a teapot," in light of growing national interest and
federal funding of the medium the picture had become a more
serious matter by the 1970s. Historical-philosophical analy-
sis of the situation by the author suggested that standard
educational theory should have little or no place of influence
in the Public Delevision medium.

(12) aobert A. Carlson, "Public Television: detrospect and Pros-
pect," Educational Aroadcasting. V (January/February, 1972),
pp. 13 ff.

Lesed on his reading of the history of Public Television,
Carlson dealt with a series of potential futures for the medi-
um. For a variety of reasons he doubted the likelihood of the
medium engaging in community development, serving as a gadfly,
or serving as a useful influence on commercial TV. He ques-
tioned the ultimate outcomes of pry efforts to educate the
poor to middle-class values or to broaden the availability of
university education for the people.

Carlson saw the future of PTV bound up with the interests
of America's intellectual elite. He expected Pry ultimately
to emphasize what he termed "'better' programs," "cultural and
'refined' programs. It will all be very nice and very middle-
class and largely irrelevant to the social problems of the
nation." !le claimed that this is the tradition of American
adult education, a tradition which he argued is a more ethical
position for Pl"; to adopt than to seek to salvage the poor or
to create "a harmonious and middle-class community."

(13) aobert A. Carlson, &view of "The People's Instrument," Edu-
cational Broadcasting aeview, VI (April, 1972), pp. 122-12r.

This review of Aobert J. Blakely's recommended philosophy
of programming for PTV touched off an exchange, noted elsewhere
in this study, between these two professors of adult education.
In the review Carlson questioned Blakely's objectives for PT'!
as "white middle-class liberal efforts to further harmony
where harmony...: is; more in the interests of that group than
of any other part of the society."

(14) Carnegie Cammission as Educational Television, Public Te1evi-
sion: A ProEram for Action, Jew York: _Anton Books, 1967.

The prestigious members of this special committee
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Separated two types of programming out of the overall designa-
tion of educational television. One type, largely public af-
fairs and verformance programming, they called Public Tele-
vision. The other type, didactic programming, they termed
instructional Television. The commission then urged Congress
to create a non-profit and politically insulated corporation to
receive and disburse private and governnrnt funds to support
the public type of television it champios..].

(15) Edwin G. Cohen, "Continuing Public Education Broadcasting:
Today and Tomorrow," Educational aroadeastinix aeview, IV
(February, 1970), pp. 3-11.

fhe director of the National Instructional Television Cen-
ter sought to breal; down the Carnegie Commission's separation
of Public TV from Instructional TV. Cohen requested that the
Corporation for Public iiroadcasting take responsibility for
funding instructional programming as part of its PTV activi-
ties by redefining instruction as "PublAc Education."

: :is model called for Public Education to take an equal
place with what he called Public Culture and Public Affairs in
the empetition for funds from the CP.i. Cohen argued that the

two areas dealt largely with the intuitive and the sub-
ais area of Public Education, he argued, could more

readily contribute to "the solution of urgent, social prob-
lems" because it emphasized the rational and the objective and
concerned itself with "specification and verification of be-
havior changes within its domain."

(16) Edwin G. Cohen, "Television and Adult Education in the United
States," speech prepared for the International Seminar on Tel-
evision and Pypelar Education, sponsored by the French 3ational
Commission for !LESCO, :.lay 12-23, 1958. (Available from k.A.
Carlson, College of Education, University of Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.)

The basic assumption underlying at least the first halt of
this presentation was that "television is a means and not a way

to education." Cohen, then an employee of I/ET, shared the bias
toward TV so prevalent in adult education that television is an
audio-visual device, not a unique method of education. TV, he

wrote, is not "an educational method that can be censored to
the lecture, the discussion, or some other form of providing
learning. aeher, television is a mechanism through which
any teaching method may be used to teach individuals or groups,
at home or in some other meeting place."

le went on to tell his audience that aT's policy then
held that "educational television most in fact be educational;
that it must eTfect changes of an educational nature in the
viewer." Entertainment values, he said, were utilized by NET
only as means to enhance the educational objectives of program-

ming.

Cohen claimed that AT programmed at that time largely in
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systematic series so as to achieve more llstine behavior changes.
Educational TV, he argued, "is concerned programs that will
inform, will develop skills and abilities, will increase under-
standing, will inculcate socially approved attitudes and values,
and will affect behavior either overtly or covertly." This was
a far cry from the i2T policy of "educative" programming later
promulgated by Henry Alter.

While Cohen appeared to accept and advocate the narrow
definition of adult education, he was still able to speak of
cultural and public affairs programing, especially that done
by commercial TV networks and stations, as another facet of
televised adult education. He seemed unconcerned that this
type of programming failed to fit the framework of adult edu-
cation that he had so laboriously built in the first part of
his paper.

(17) Thomas B. Curtis, "Steps to Long-Range Financing," Educational
broadcasting Review, VI (December, 1972), pp. 395-397.

President Nixon's choice to head the board of the Corpor-
ation for Public Broadcasting dedicated his organization to
the expansion of didactic programs. He particularly singled
out CPB's Adult Learning Program Service, a projected adult
equivalent of Sesame Street, as a portent of things to come.

(18) Norma Davenport, "Mass :ledia in Adult Education--Section Meet-
ing," Adult Leadership, (January, 1964), p. 213.

Henry Alter of National Educational Television presented
adult educators with NET's plans for the program series,
"Netropolis--Creator or Destroyer?" Committed at that time
to the dominant view in adult education of TV as an audio-
visual device, Alter "proposed that only half the job of what
an educational broadcast should be doing is done unless it is
accompanied by an educational plan." Accordingly, he described
his plan for involving large numbers of key people in establish-
ing the series and for utilizing film, a study guide, discus-
sion groups, and promotional literature in achieving "educa-
tional" use of the series.

(19) William Y. Elliott, ed., Television's Impact on American Cul-
ture, East Lansing: achigan State University Press, 1956.

This publication offered a view of how TV in its various
manifestations was meeting its responsibilities to the general
welfare of the United States in 1955. Four chapters related
specifically to educational television, providing a varied
picture of how educational broadcasters saw the role of the
National Educational Television Network (then the ETRC). In
his own chapter the editor attacked the national programming
organization for relying "on the sedate curriculum of the
colleges...." Elliott called for ETV programing to "become
competitive as entertainment as well as edification...."

(20) Karen Fisher, "Journalism and Show biz- -Wrong for ETV?" Home
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Urn 1:1E1; ,w.huary , pp. and '20..

s art ,le recorde 1 the not untypical. v: es tank sh-
ment ,e ileatirs that Public l'ele v is i :41 should bt, "eeucational-
ai id leave c ultural- in l'ormati ()nal programing to c i
otat]. 1n' tworks ;)r. Alvin ,.. rec tor or
:ped al projects at th, iii wt!rs ity oC the State of .,etc ark,

tnat "a d ,c Lunen Lary about the ::,or or ietnan e s-
s-nt ',ally frivolous since: only int211,ctuLtil.:; ten,:cd , rit

t:.ou4,,ht , to ..catch such programs. :iat s!)c ety neeeed ,
to iris d0CLI1 ti on. deucati on, was true education.

use ful instruction that would help pf,,,pie learn OPills, get i,c t-
r ,jobs, lead ;core creative lives.

01) the cord oundati on, ,:omments and Legal . rio r, August 1, 14>ii,
and iy.:nly ,:omments,, .oc,ply Legal 'riot, and ieciinical and con-
omic Comments, Dt:...cember ,ft;i.;, be fort the Commun-
ications Commission in the ';utter of the r:s tablishment of
Domestic Corm:Ls-tic:it ions Satellite :Facilities by .. on -C,overn -
mental entities, Docket lo10)5, five volumes, w Fork: Cord
oundat 1)6,1).

the i ord rounciation proposed a "people 's dividend" for
noncommercial I": in any replacement of land -lice trans:niss ion
of private comiercial network programs w ith corununicat ions
sate] -Lite transmission of those programs. desponding to the
American .roadcasting Company's initial proposal and later
proposals by others to conduct networking by satellite, the
oundat ion argued that the people's money had funded satellite

technology. Any use of such technology, therefore, ought to
keep the public interest in mind. Part of the financial sav-
ings accruing to private broadcasting interests using satel-
lite technology, the Thw-idation argued, should go to the sup-
port of public noncommercial T 1 '1:'; was also to have use of
the satellite interconnection facility free of charge for an
interconnected noncmercial network. It was a bold pro-
posal which, irad it been accepted as :iorkable technically and
politically in the :.S . , would have strengthened the position
of those advocating an effective, national, noncommercial
network.

(22 ) I': Proposal i(alses I ssue, ichigan 1.ducation Journal,
January 1, 1 )6( ), p. 1.

(C

This one-page article provided an excellent resume for
readers in its :.iichigan educational commun ity of the 'cord
:oundation proposal to fund PTV throng)i satellite technologY.
t also presented interpretations regarding implications of

the proposal, drawing most of them from the analysis :nude by
Jade .bould in the .:ew Uhnes.

1 red ri undly, ing Circumstances Within uur
Control," Chapter ll of Due to t:ircumstances ,-eyond our
ontrol, : :(andom :louse, 1 It pp. 301-3:=5

i'his instigator of the idea to interconnect and support



Public Television by means of satellite technology recounted
now the idea developed into a concrete :ord. :..oundation proposal

the :ederal .:ommunications ornnission. the broadcasting
values underlying the proposal assumed that PTV should be a
pulLic affairs and performance network. The Ford i.oundation's
pr.)posal, opposed by other values and interests, failed to gain
aecepta'

...ale, 'n Legacy from the Jodel T to the Age of
r.P.:," The :teortur, A:i (May 0, 1:)57), pp- 10-15.

:iris perceptive article accurately reflected the struggle
among p:Aicy-makers within the Jord -oudation in the late
Ij5JS. it snowed that the "philanthropoids" involved in fund-
ing the medium split on the relative broadness of their defin-
ition of education. one group, reflecting an extremely narrow
view, wished to support the medium only as an audio-visual de-
vice to carry traditional schooling into the classroom. Phe

other group, associate:: more closely with adult education,
viewed the medium as a unique method of providing "mental en-
richment to Amerj,cans everyhere."

.:oth groups, however, bore the intellectual stamp of
Sobert 2. Hitehins, the educational "conservative" who was one
of the key figures in the early leadership of the lord

:oth therefore tended to deprecate the widely held view
in adult education that would have to become a two-way
medium before it could become truly educational. Reflecting
this bias himself, tnu author of the article spoke of the need
for more feeding of kn'Jwledge to the people and less -feedback"
from them. .e feared that the educational philosophy that re-
quired two-ay interaction tended to exalt "form over sub-
stance,...leaving the form increasingly empty."

(25) Oichard ..,,open, License to Diversify," ;..ducational
,roadcasting 1\eview, i f i (pebruary, 1.6?), pp. 3-6.

.:doper, a visitor in the Y.S. from the :4A:, suggested
that implementation of the Carnegie Commission's emphasis on a
local system of PJ: was proving destructive to programming.
,aruady, he felt, there were too many noncommercial stations
competing with one another for progrxrming, money, and person-
nel. "A network of strong regional stations -- building on

etc.--with strong support from a better financed
,ational educational Television," hooper wrote, "might be a
much more viable model for as of today."

(2u Eugene i. Johnson, :etroplex Assembly: An Experiment in Com-
munity education, coo line, .iszaehasetts: Center for the
Study of Liberal education for Adults, 1)65. (Available from
:;yracuse Publications in Continuing Education, 224
huntington Syracuse, -ew York.)

Eugene Johnson sought to demonstrate in Aetropolitan !.;t.
Louis that educational television could re-establish a sense
of comunity in America. his five-year Aetroplex Assembly



)

project, founded in 1i;), presented over ETJ Station KETC a
weeedy series of half hour telecasts dealing with different
issues related to the quality of urban life. These programs
virte combined with a network of informal viewing groups meet-
ing in private homes, church halls, neighborhood centers, and
els ?where. After each telecast came an hour of discussion,
then another half hour of televised panel discussion. Staff
members at the Civic Education Center of Washington University
selected themes, defined questions, produced the broadcasts,
and recruited and trained leaders for the viewing groups. Im-
plications were noted in the study for effective future pro-
gram planning and for education, social change, and individual
development.

Eugene I. Johnsor., ".:ceded: A ilew Coalition for Public Affairs
Education (A Review of the Literature)," Mass Media/Adult Edu-
cation, 1972), pp. 1-5.

Johnson, discouraged by results of a survey indicating dis-
illusionment by young people o"er the possibilities of achiev-
io& the American rhetoric of freedom and equality for all with-
out violence, blamed part of the problem on the failure of PTV
public affairs programming to educate the American people ef-
fectively in behalf of the necessary changes in their action.
Johnson particularly worried about the failure of PTV program-
ming which sought to focus and clarify election issues to get
"into the bloodstream of local and national society." He
added another to his long list of pleas over the years in be-
half of involving masses of people in PTV programs through the
use of educational materials, discussion groups, and other
techniques of adult education. Johnson's deep concern was with
that bugaboo of adult education, "one-way broadcasting."

(28) Eugene I. Johnson, "Statement of Dr. Eugene I. Johnson, Execu-
tive Director, Adult Education Association of the United States
of America, Washington, D.C., accompanied by Dr. Patricia Grin-
ager, Chairman, Section of Mass Media in Education," in United
States Senate Committee on Commerce, The Public relevision Act
of 19.(!7, :!earings before the Subcommittee on Communications on
S. 1160, 90th Cong., 1st Sess., April 11-14 and 25-28, 1967,

PP. 596-602.

The executive director of the AEA and its chairmen of the
Mass Media Section wholeheartedly endorsed the Public Televi-
sion Act of 1967 in their testimony before Senator John U.
Pastore's subcommittee. in attempting to show the cooperation
they claimed prevailed between adult educators and public
broadcasters they pointed to four series of programs. All four
were dedicated to furthering citizen involvement and inter-
action amonE, people. Eugene Johnson, reflecting his long com-
mitment to television as a medium of community development,
waxed enthusiastically about its potential to restore "a human
scale to the consideration of public issues."

(29) .d Coyce, "On the Rocky (oad to EfV's :.'uture," dew York limes,
Sunday, January 1(-), 1967, Section 2, p. illy.
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Lewis Freedman, former commercial and noncommercial broad-
caster and at the time a consultant to the Ford Foundation,
spoke of his commitment to cultural television. He saw the
meaningful future of PTV, not in instructional programming, but
in helping to create the nation's culture by introducing "new
ideas, new techniques, new forms, new substances" into society.
He was convinced that PTV would ultimately become a creative
force for cultural change, avoiding the temptation of serving
merely as an audio-visual aid for established forum of communi-
cation and education.

(30) Francis Keppel, "ETV's Promise Still to Come," NAEH Journal
XXIV (March-April, 1965), pp. 15-20.

The then U.S. Commissioner of Education warned that a
series of myths, concern for money, and a lack of imagination
were retarding development of educational television.

He sought to dispel the mythology that educational tele-
vision could present "Master Teachers" and performances of
classical music and dance to inexpensively educate and bring
culture to the United States. He called for avoidance of fund-
ing a new network with federal monies, partly because such an
institution would be subject to increased pressure for con-
formity. NET, he thought, should be more strongly financed by
a variety of sources and should continue to serve as the nation-
al network.

He called for wedding education and broadcasting values
more effectively in television. Educational television, he
thought, could "be instructive without being ponderous, appeal-
ing without being frivolous, intelligent without being dull.
Educational television has much to learn about audiences from
commercial television - -not how to bring them in by the multi-
millions, perhaps, but how to avoid driving them out by the
hundred thousands."

(31) The Charles F. Kettering Foundation, Transcript of Proceed-
ings: Kettering Conference on Public Television Programming,
Wingspread, Racine, Wisconsin, June 25-28, 1969. (Available

on special request from Charles F. Kettering Foundation,
Suite 300, 5335 Far Hills Avenue, Dayton, Ohio 45429.)

The purpose of this conference was to help develop "a
prelininary philosophy to guide programing decisions in pub-
lic television." It brought together an influential group of
largely white, middle-class, liberal Americans within and out-
side of PTV to consider ways of strengthening prime time PTV
programming. Programming philosophy offered ranged from the
oft-heard call to re-establish "the colonial ::ew England Town
Meeting concept of public debate" to demands to force national
controversial programming upon local stations, the boards of
which were termed nonrepresentative of their communities and
involved in frustrating the programming desires of the people.
It was partly out of the thrust engendered by these wide-
ranging deliberations that Robert Alakely was able to evolve
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(32)

his statement on PTV programming which he titled The People's
Instrument.

Malcolm S. Knowles, "Adult Education," in Peter H. Roast and
Bruce J. 'Addle, eds., The New Media and Education, Garden City,
N.Y.: Doubleday and Co., Inc., Anchor Book, 1967, pp. 329 -352.

Malcolm Knowles offered a serious theoretical argument
against PTV as a method of adult education. He held that any
mass medium, to be accorded adult education status, must pro-
duce changes in knowledge, attitudes, or values. While on the
one hand he questioned the ability of TV to do this on its own,
on the other he expressed pleasure with the impact he assumed
TV had produced in helping to reduce differentiations among
Americans in language, dress, standards of conduct, leisure
time activity, cultural interests, and consumer taste. This
opponent of TV as a dangerous one-way method was enthusiastic
& out these forming tendencies and about the increasing number
of U.S. households with TV sets. "These tendencies," he wrote,
"...begin to point toward an environment for continuing learn-
ing never visualized by even the most extreme utopians."

(30 Gregory Knox, "Fourth Network: The Public Be Damned," The
Nation, COCIV (March 13, 1972), pp. 329-332.

(314)

This article, written by a member of the left-leaning Net-
work Project at Columbia University, called for increased fund-
ing for PTV but also for increased local control of the medium.
Knox was concerned about the national interconnection service's
exercise of editorial judgment, which he equated with censor-
ship, over programming to be distributed via the PTV network.
While the rhetoric of Knox sounded much like that of the Nixon
administration, he seemed to fear right-wing influences on the
network where Nixon saw left-wing tendencies.

Allen E. Koenig and Hume B. Hill, eds., The Farther Vision:
Educational Television Today, Madison: University of Wiscon-
sin Press, 1967.

This was an interim assessment of educational TV five
years after the 1962 report by Wilbur Schram, et el., regard-
ing ETV's next ten years. As in the earlier book, the picture
of ETV that unfolded was of leaders of an undernourished medium
scrounging for money and fighting their way through competing
philosophies for a shot at relatively small audiences. What
differentiated this view of the future with that offered five
years earlier were a series of developments: publication of
the findings of the Carnegie Commission on ETV, passage of the
Public Broadcasting Act of 1967, and the possibilities of
satellite technology.

(35) Douglas Letterman, "Documentaries," in Transcript of Proceed-
ings: Kettering Conference on Public Tclevisim Programming,,
Dayton, Ohio: The Charles F. Kettering Foundation, 1969.

This leading TV producer- -with experience with NET, C:iS,
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and Canada's c.'..7--urged Public relevision to be controversial.
"1 .eJuld like to make people angry, and to make them laugh.
would like to see a program that would make same congressmen

threaten to withhold their vote for funds for public televi-
sion." Phis was heady stuff for station managers attending
the conference. Leiterman was telling them they should involve
one inform the public and give leadership in changing American
society. This is producer clearly vieec: PTV as a broadcast
method of education.

(3e) John W. acy, Jr., "Ile Role of the Corporation for Public
eroadcasting in the nited States," Eurovan ioadcastine: Ihion
Review, CXXIA-e (September, 1)71), pp. 30-Ll.

The first president of the Corporation for Public eroad-
casting outlined the policies under which he operated his or-
ganization. :e2 spoke of the CPe as an agency that kept its
hands off the content of national pregramming that it funded.
:fe indicated a commitment to public affairs programming. These
policies, however, came under severe pressure after his replace-
ment by Nixon appointees.

(e') tlarya Nannes, ":eczars or Choosers," Lducational broadcasting
Review, III (1,)09 Convention Report), pp. 5-9.

This influential journalist and critic urged Public Tele-
eision to become controversial and exciting in order to make
people think. if station managers continued with their "Don't
Rock the .oat" philosophy, she argued, PTV might achieve short-
term support but would die in the long run for lack of viewers.

She advocated fewer panel programs and more stories of
"real people as they really are and really live." She called
for more Pr; personalities, more humor, and the creation of
PT: "commercials" in behalf of ideas. Aarya annes, in es-
sence, was asking Public TV broadcasters to emphasize broad-
casting values and to reject education in its narrowly defined
form.

(3C) Richard J. :Ieyer, "1:ETPTVEIVITV: Going Public with Public
TV," ;1edia and :Methods, Vi (September, 1965), pp. 33-35.

After a brief and effective backgrounding of the reader
regarding some of the different facets of Public fV, this
director of school r: for PTV Station ..ew York,

launched into a discourse as to the hopes he 'field for the
medium. he was full of enthusiasm. "Instructional Television
is emerging as an important source of exciting material for the
school room." Cultural-informational programming would no
longer he viewed "only by the harper's .4agazine crowd." "An

entire curriculum in .lack Studies will be introduced for the
Iecondary grades." School systems, anti-poverty agencies, and
.treet gangs were already doing their (eel videotaping which
night be aired via PTV channels. "Why not provide the .anti-
establishment] underground :film and press] with .PT] time
of their own," he asked.
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(':p6 ..arry L. Pattena of Educational '!se of a Televised
?Wale Affairs Program: 4 Study of "::.2tronolis4 Croator or

Jestro-er?" York: ar York 'Jniversity, 1)6b%

Assuming a :1,:rrow view of adult education- -one that de-
mal'Od supplementary study materials, interaction, and observ-
able behavior cnan,.:etnis report sought to show the "e!luca-
tiJnal" value of a specific program series distributed by
::atiinal Educational Television.

jonn A. ':ontgomry, "ALPS/STAP:E: A Caze for Commitment by
Public ::rJaicasting," Educational :xuadcaSting_Review, 'IL
(August, l,W), pp. 207-214.

Phis advocate of instructional programming within the
ranks of public 'oroadcasters called for his colleagues to sup-
port a new, long-term, Sesame Street-like adult basic educa-
tion series on the drawing board of the Corporation for Public
.roadcasting. The programs were being planned to impart speci-
fic skillo and to enable millions of Americans to complete high
school. "Someday television graduations for those who choose
to participate nay be a worthwhile prime-time event which...
marks the beginning of a new era," :lontgomery wrote, when the
noncommercial media have the financial support and viewership

all desire."

(41) Carroll V. .._:'son, ed., A Television Policy for Education,
Washington, American Council on Education, 1952.

This publication recorded proceedings of the Television
Programs institute in Pennsylvania in 1952, a landmark con-
ference that helped set a pattern of development for Public
Television in the United States. The papers and talks pre-
sented by attenders touched on a number of issues that would
recur constantly throughout the history of the medium. The

excitement and challenge felt by the assembled thinkers in
1)52 communicates itself today throu4): this record of pro-

ceedings.

(42) Jack C'll'xien, Corporation fcr Public bxoadcasting News Release,
March 2';, 137. (Available from CP:3, 338 Sixteenth St.,

WasLington, D.C. 20006.)

Aobert 3enjamin, board member of CPU, was quoted as tell-
ing the Senate Communications Subcommittee that the Corpora-
tion had given high priority to support of certain didactic
programming. That decision meant, he said, "we didn't have
that money available for public affairs programs which every-
body suggests were denied access. They haven't been. They

have been deferred because there hasn't been enough money to
accept them."

(43) Terrence U'Flaherty, "The Cinderella Network," American Edu-
cation, VII (.:ovember, 1971), pp. 15-17.

This brief background article on PTV noted the purpose of
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the medium to provide a diversity of programing otherwise un-
available to viewers of American television. :iecause of that
purpose, "every proeram is grooved for a certain type of per-
son who, for the most part, is not wildly attracted to the com-
mercial video carnival." National PTV in its 1970-71 season,
O'Flaherty wrote, offered TV's only regularly scheduled dra-
matic series, grand opera program, book series, programs re-
garding international opinion, rock music series, programs
intended for black audiences, and series devoted to the work
of young experimental film-makers.

Moving from this orientation toward the individual and his
interests, O'Flaherty suddenly switched gears. He expressed
appreciation to those who helped Public Television to rise to
a higher priority in American life. "The network's strongest
adhesive," he wrote, "is the dedication of a few people who
believe that the logical way to unify and inform Americans is
to use one of the things they all have in common--not religion,
or bath tubs, death, or taxes, but television viewing, which
is, next to sleeping, the activity that occupies most of the
time Americans spend in their homes." O'Flaherty enthused
over "Sesame Street" which he termed, quite favorably from his
point of view, "a sort of electronic !.cGuffcy's Reader."

(44) John Ohliger, "Adult Education Television in the United States:
The Current Scene," Educational Television International, III
(December, 1969), pp. 262 and 263.

This was the John Ohliger of 1969, holding tightly to his
"listening groups" as the panacea for 'improving the quality of
American social, political, and cultural life." In this brief,
two-page overview intended for readers overseas regarding adult
education television in the U.S., he reflected the narrow view
of Malcolm Knowles, et al. He argued that "TV programs by
themselves accomplish little, whereas educational impact can be
maximized by utilizing an integrated approach involving other
means such as home discussion groups, feedback, readings, and
correspondence study." Ohliger appeared tf accept the notion
that adult education had to be didactic. e seemed unaware of
the broadly educational capabilities of pubic affairs and per-
formance programs for adults, that is, of Public Television.
But that was, indeed, the Ohliger of 1969.

By 1972 a new Ohliger had come forth with serious ques-
tions about his earlier panaceas. In a booklet published in
cooperation with two colleagues by the Syracuse University
Publications in Continuing Education series, he was highly
critical of the discussion method and its role in adult edu-
cation. While Toward Gor and Manor Or?: A Critical Review of
the Literature of Adult Group Discussion publicly displayed
his changed position on discussion croups, any metamorphosis
regarding his view of PTV as adult elucat::m must be infer-
enced out of his post-1969 writings.

(45) Wilbur Schramm, ed., Educational Television: The :;ext Ten

Years, Stanford University: The Institute for Communications
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Research, 1,)62.

Leading participants in and o:,servers of the educational
television movement put their thos together in 1!)62 at tnc
financial urging of the united States Office of Education t.
survey the future of ETV. Educational Television: The
Ten Years was their report.

For the perceptive reader the wide philosophical difi.A.-
encos as to the purposes for the oeiium are easily discernible.
The clearest statement along thc:ic lines was by University
Miami broadcaster Sydney Head. H, argued that in-school r;
programming wasted a valuable public resource. He wanted ETV
to be creative and controversial, to seek more of a mass audi-
ence, and to bring the medium cl3ser to its potential in !.o,lic
affairs programming. He was, in essence, an early advocate of
Public TV.

(46) John C. Schwarzwalder, "Public iiroadcasting Must Clean :louse,"
TV Guide, XX (September 30, 1972), pp. 6-9.

The manager of the Minneapolis-St. Paul PTV station, an
advocate of PTV as an audio-visual technique or device, called
for national leaders of the movement who viewed it as a method
to resign. Their openness to a broad definition of education
had apparently led to what he considered to be left-wing and
Ford Foundation values reflected in "a high percentage of so-
called public-affairs programs."

This Humphrey Democrat attacked the PTV leadership for
failing to exercise censorship over programs going out over
the network. He claimed to seek "balanced programming." As

a station manager interested in increasing his source of funds,
however, he was likely more concerned with President :axon's
recent veto of a funding bill for FTV and with placating power
than with upholding some vague, indeed impossible, notion of
"balance" in every PTV program.

(47) Warren F. Seibert, "Toward Professionalism," Educational :road-
casting iteview, 1 ii (October, 19e')), pp. 21 and 22.

in a free-wheeling attack on what he viewed as the social
irresponsibility of public broadcasters, Professor Seibert
hurled such phrases at the profession as "embezzlement of
faith," "retreat from the obligations of service," %lin! to
educational responsibilities," and "plagiarism" of broadcast-
ing values. one of the deep concerns of this theoretician
communications was Public Broadcasting's "preference for the
rituals and roles observed in commercial and entertainment
production...." He wanted to ensure that Public Broadcasting
maintained some allegience to his notions of "education."

(48) Arthur L. Singer, Jr., "The Carnegie Report Revisited," Edu-
cational Broadcasting Review, V (August, 1971), pp. 3-10.

The author, an important figure in the initiation of the
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Carnegie Commission, assessed progress over four years in
implementation of the group's recurrndations. found lit-
tle to please him. was particularly unhappy with the lack
of effective development in local station programing upon
which the Carnegie :aillAission had placed such high hopes.
Singer blamed the Ford i,'oundation and national funding and net
working agencies Cir weakening localism by centralizing pro-
granAing.

!Jnited States :Icusf.: of kepresentativez Committee on Interstate
and 'rnreign Comerce, Public Television Act of 1)67, Hearings
on H.H. 6736 and S1160 and H.H. 4140, )Oth Cong., 1st Sess.,
July 11-14 and 17-21,

This testimony provided what .'as largely a rerun of the
earlier Senate hearings, with appearances in behalf of the act
by representatives of the nation's major public, private, and
governmental interests. The same disparities in thinking re-
gardine the goals, functions, organization, and source of funds
for the medium were heard by House comittee members as had
been heard by Senators.

(50) U.S. Senate ::ommittee on Commerce, extension of Authorizations
oceder the Public _roadeasting Act of 1.2:67, Bearings liefore the

Subcommittee on Communications an S. r.42, 91st Cong., 1st
SCSS., April 30 and ::ay 1, 1969.

Mese hearings were held two years after passage of the
Public .roadcasting Act that established a Corporation for
Public eroadcasting to interconnect Public TV stations and to
seek to increase support for the institution. unlike the
earlier hearings, disquieting concerns were raised.

A new administration, the Axon administration, had taken
over from the supportive Johnson administration. Funding for
the Corporation for Public froadcasting was well below the
PT": industry's expectations. And PTV producers were beginning
to organize in hopes of influencing the development of the
medium. As a first step they sought PTV funding from Congress
on other than an annual appropriation basis. They expressed
fears that their own journalistic freedom and integrity might
be corning into jeopardy under the prevailing pattern of fund-
ing.

(51) '7nited States Senate Committee on Commerce, The Public Televi-
sion Act of 1967, learings Before the Snicomittee on Communi-
cations on S. 1160, 90th Cong., 1st Sess., April 11-1 and
25 -2b, 1)67.

These hearings recorded statements and discussion with
Senators by witnesses favoring increased funding of the edu-
cational r: institution. Appearances were made by representa-
tives-of the legislative and administrative arms of govern-
ment, philanthropic rganizations, educational broadcasting,
universities, private industry, commercial broadcasting, reli-
gious organizations, unions, and adult education. 4hile the
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inter-agency bickering was muted, the widely disparate hopes and
expectations fo.: the Public Television medium are clearly dis-
cernible in these (4, paces of testimony.

(52) united States Senate, Transcript of Proceedings of the Committee
on Commerce regarding the :kimination of Thomas it. Curtis as a
Member of the :.oard of Directors of the Corporation for Public
ircxmicasting, Washingt:a, D.C., FrioNi, September 0,1 19V.
(Available from :I nick- Sullivan, 415 Second Street, Wash-
ington, D.C., :"0002. Cost: approximately M.)

Senators discussed with former Congressman Curtis their
philos,,phies an values regarding PTV, and he entered into
dialogue with them. A number of the difficulties facing Public
Television because of Congressional oversight and funding come
out quite clearly in the transcript.

(53) David Walker, "Who Huns Educational TV?" The New Republic,
CLV1 (February 11, 1o7), pp. 35-37.

(54)

This Yale University critic of cultural-informational pro-
gramming expressed uneasiness about the tendency of journalis-
tic and artistic values to overwhelm instructional values in
the planning of PTV programming. In light of the recommenda-
tions of the Carnegie Commission for public funding of the
medium, Walker urged PTV "to find the kind of leadership Which
will make ETV not only non-commercial and artistic, but truly
educational."

John F. White, "ETV and the Next Ten Years," NAEB Journal (MAY-
June, 1963), pp. 57-63.

The then president of National Educational Television pre-
dicted a brilliant future for ETV and for his national program-
ming organization. He announced a policy, never implemented,
of providing a library service of instructional materials to
the majority of stations and a network service of "superb edu-
cational, cultural, and informational programming for the Amer-
ican people" through a relatively small number of key stations
that would cover most of the U.S. population.

(55) Stephen White, "Carnegie, Ford, and Public Television," Public
Interest IX (Fall, 167), pp. 8-19.

White discussed the reports of the Ford Foundation and the
Carnegie Commission which both recommended future directions
for educational, noncommercial rv. Ford proposed to use a com-
munications satellite for free PTV interconnection and for a
similar service to commercial TV networks for a price. Sav-

ings to commercial networks provided by satellite replacement
of land interconnection costs would then be used to pay for
noncommercial TV. "The Ford proposal was radical, sensational,
and different," White wrote, "and it caught both the public
fancy and the public attention."

White, who was a member of the Carnegie Commission data
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gathering staff, argued that the r'ord 1.,:)undation recommenda-
tions .iiffered in many respects from the Public r; that the
:arnegie (7o:1m:salon "was laboriously whipping into shape." It

also f.is-6 the concept of Public TV, he wrote, with the nution
a: a communications satellite.

rho rnegio design rested, White maintained, on the base
uf the local PrV station, local talent, local production, and
1. cal e3ntrol. roe .'Dundation, on the other band, White
ari!,ued, proposed a primarily journalistic network and central-
ized production operation the programs of which local stations
would transm!t. dhite claimed that the Carnegie Commission's
recamnendations t2: re better for the nation than those of the
.,rd Powidation which '..ere eventually scrapped.

clay 2. Wh*tehewi, "i,:)cal Autonomy and the :.'ourth Network:
Striking a :alance," :::ducational broadcasting Review, V (De-

cember, 1W1), pp. 3-6.

this high-level appointee of the Richard Nixon administra-
tion confronted public broadcasters in convention to accuse
them of failing to fulfill the Carnegie Ccmmission promise of
creating a 1!)!ally based, pluralistic PTV institution. He sug-

gested that broadcasters let the commission outline its phil-
osophy while they maintained their commitment to mass audiences,
networking, and other values he thought were better associated
with commerce than with education. lie argued for more PTV time
,ievoted to instructional programming for in-school and in -home

audiences. Lurking in the background of Whitehead's philosoph-
ical rhetoric, however, was the fact that some national public
affairs programming on the PTV network had offended the Presi-
dent by questioning his polices.

(57) James Zigerell, "Comments," ;ass 3edia/Adult Education, (De-
cember, 1)63), p. 6.

( 5

Among several swipes at public broadcasters, adult edu-
cator Zigerell spoke out against the suggestion of National
Educational Television President John White that Instructional
TV be moved off the public airwaves and carried, instead, by
closed-circuit. PTV broadcasters, Zigerell wrote, should pro-
vide "mental nutriment" rather than the "frenetic" performance
and public affairs programming it seemed to him they tended to

prefer.

James Zigercll, "Television and Adult Education: Another Lost

Cause?" Educational/Instructional Broadcasting, II (October,

1969), pp. 12 -lb.

The dean of Chicago City College's TV College questioned
!:enry Alter's analysis of PTV as a distinct method. Zigerell
championed the other side of the issue, calling for more ef-
fort at combining the TV medium with traditional adult edu-
cation methodology. He attacked educational broadcasters who
recommended that TV instruction be relegated to closed-cir-

cuit and other sub-broadcast operations.
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Part II: The Reality

(59) Earl B. Abrams, "Two Candles But Not Much Cake," Broadcasti4K,
LXXVII (October 27, 1969), pp. 60-64.

This report, nearly two years after passage of the Public
Broadcasting Act, described the disarray over PTV in govern-
ment and among noncommercial broadcasters. Government funding
had not yet come anywhere near the expectations of the broad-
casters. Station managers wanted the money for running their
own stations rather than for strengthening the overall PTV
programming situation. Those persons within educational TV
who held to narrow definitions of education were concerned
about the willingness of the Corporation for Public Broadcast-
ing to accept broader definitions. They wanted PTV used for
education, "not for social causes or culture." CPB President
John W. Macy, Jr., was pictured as effectively going about his
job to bring order out of this chaos despite the many obstacles
in his way.

(60) Wayne W. Alford, NAEB History, Voltage 2. 1954-1965, Washington,
D.C.: National Association of Educational Broadcasters, 1966.

Alford chronicled the activities of the National Associa-
tion of Educational Broadcasters as they related to educational
television. His study was highly complimentary toward the or-
ganization, omitting virtually all of the deadening influences
it exerted over the years on the dynamic development of Public
TV programming and networking.

(61) George E. Bair, "Letters to the Editor," Educational Broadcast-
ing Review, IV (February, 1970), pp. 31-33.

The University of North Carolina's director of educational
television reacted negatively to calls for National Educational
Television to provide more reality in its programming, to offer
lighter and more attractive programming, and to develop more
PTV personalities. So negative was Bair toward NET that he
:imaged to attribute to NET the demands heaped upon it by
critic Mary& Mannes, demands noted elsewhere in this review of
the literature. NET was being attacked by social critics for
too much irrelevant programming and then attacked again by a
station manager for fear that it would prograr more forth-
rightly in response to that criticism.

(62) Stanley J. Baran, "The Administration: Public Television's
New Threat," Educational Broadcasting Review, VI (October,
1972), pp. 320 and 321.

The Nixon administration attack on PTV and PTV's pusillan-
imous response were briefly described. Baran noted that a
number of programs were cancelled or cut back as a result of
the attack. The Public Broadcasting Service was authorized by
stations to cancel programming that appeared dangerous. "Such
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concessions to partisan :eSSures," Baran wrote, 'cannot and
should not be allowed by the public television community."

Baran quite rightly judged that it was highly unlikely
that PTV could ever achieve its promise as a public medium as
long as it allowed "itself to cower before Administration pres-
sure." Even these "cowering" actions proved insufficient for
the politicians, however. Efforts were soon undertaken to
punish PbS for allowing any controversial programming to go
over the network.

(63) Robert O. Blanchard, "Station Managers Versus 11-ET Producer:
Conflict over Subjectivity," Educational broadcisting Review,
IV (June, 1970), pp. 3-6.

Phis was a balanced analysis of the controversy over the
Fri program, "Who Invited US?" In the context of broadcast
journalism theory, it carefully traced the development of the
crisis that led to the cancellation of the program by the
Washington, D.C., station. UltLiately, the assessment seemed
to come down in favor of the program rYoducer and to accuse
the Washington station manager of over-reaction.

(64) Robert O. Blanchard and R.I.'. Schenkkan, "Letters to the Edi-
tor," Educational Broadcasting Review, IV (October, 1970),
pp. 15 and 16.

This exchange between PTV station manager Robert Schenk-
kan and American University Department of Communication Chair-
man Robert Blanchard showed clearly the tendency of the sta-
tion manager to defend Establishment positions in the name of
"balance." Olanchard, on the other hand, argued for "pre-
senting as wide a spectrum of opinion" as the station leader-
ship "has the guts" to present. "And I can think of no greater
suppresser of creativity and freedom of expression," Blanchard
wrote, "than that wet noodle called 'balance'." Blanchard
argued that balance in overall programing was necessary, but
not in each and every program.

(65) l'rederick Breitenfeld, Jr., "An Open Plea to Al Capp," Edu-
cational :iroadcastini, Review, TV (December, 1)70), pp. 13-
15.

The executive director of the ;Maryland Center for Public
:,roadcasting sarcastically questioned Al Capp's attacks on
PTV in this open letter to the right- leaning cartoonist and
corzftentator. ,;re!tenfeld showed that Cupp's comments on. PP!

inaccurat,i, stereotypes, and bas,!.1 on a foolish
conspiracy syndrcme.

( ) Des :,r,yan, "I:he Public Service," Chapter 11, or Television:
P'ne isiness :A2:lind the Box, ::ew Farceitirt race

jovanovich, Inc., 1y71, pp. 311-31;6.

This TV critic and analyst roasted Public relevlsiun for
reach., of a mass au,1ience, but :-Y.ddle-class



(67)

1i o: pr)fessiohals. he charge,: .:ET's suc,:essor, the Puolic
.roadcasting Service, with being more interested in prestige
and in the soirees of its operating monies than in the atten-
tions tne loer class."

.,roan, urging a strong broadcasting-oriented national PT :
network, blame,: the power vested in the local stations for Pir;'s
tendency to emphasie safe, orthodox programing. ie quoted a
veteran staff member of Chicago's Public TV station: ""e are
not here to offend the powers that be. our goal is harmony."

nu! (3arnegie Commission erred, ,,ron noted, in recomenl-
ing education-oriented local control of prograavaing rather than
broadcasting-oriented network control of programming. The eak-
ness of the commission recommendation lay in the weakness of
the local stations. "...The trick to running most public TV
stations successfully," brown wrote, "is not to serve the pub-
lic in the fullest but to serve the local board of directors,
and in a majority of situations that is accomplished through
an avoidance of controversy. And in times of strong ideolog-
ical divisions in the country, it means muting the critics of
the established order."

John E. iurke, "The Public broadcasting Act of 1967," Educa-
tional broadcasting Review, VI (April, June, and August, 1)72),
pp. 1U5-119, 178-1()2, and 251-266.

This three-installment presentation from the author's
Ph.D. dissertation described the process whereby governmental
financial assistance to educational oroadcasting was conceived
and effected. While burke's articles provided an excellent
blow-by-blow account of efforts to achieve passage of the
Public Broadcasting Act of 1967, he was dependent for his data
largely upon interviews with the people who conducted those
efforts. The difficulty for Burke, as for his readers, is to
judge just how much to accept the views of at least some of
his respondents. The roles of President Lyndon Johnson and of
C. Scott Eletcher, for example, are likely a bit out of pro-
portion to the reality.

The main weakness of the writing is the sycophantic ap-
proach that offered little of critical analysis. These were
all great men doing the right thing. Only in regard to the
acquiescence of educational broadcasters to the government
requirement against editorializing did Burke engage in serious
questioning. He was clearly a "court historian," totally com-
mitted to the bill whose history he was recording.

(68) Al Capp, "And ::ow a Word from Dogpatch," Educational Broadcast-
ing Review, IV (December, 1970), pp. 10-12.

This darling of the right-wing attacked educational tele-
vision during several of his radio shows, and EBR printed
these excerpts joined together in the form of an article.
Capp's primary concern seemed to be his suspicion, or rather
certainty, that PTV was controlled by the radical left.
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(td9) Hobert Andrew Carlson, "The Creation and Development of Educa-
tional Television as an Institution of /Walt Education: A
Case Study in Arierica_e :iistory," Unpublished Ph.D. disserta-
tion, University of 'b./I:co:isle, iladison, Wisconsin, liho.

(Available Cron: iniversity :licrofilms, Ann Arbor, ilichigan, as
Order 61-70,,t::.)

This historica2 stoly analyzed the national development of
educational television eithin the context of American political,
social, economic, and intellectual life of the 1950s and 1960s.
The efforts of ETV activists such as Frieda hennock, C. Scott
Fletcher, and John White to gain sufficient high-level support
for Er,, were examined. Primary documents as well as personal
interviews with many inriividuals ,..zho played crucial roles in
bringing ETV into being supplied the data. Me study showed
that at the national level educational television over the
years has been largely an institution of informal adult educa-
tion because of early backing by the Fund for ikiult Education.
It remained that ...ray despite efforts make it a part of for-
mal elementary, secondary, and higher education by the profes-
sional educational establishment and by the Fund for the Ad-
vancement of Education. The most influential support for the
ETV institution, it was noted, has cme from the Senate Can-
mittee on Commerce and from the Ford ..ounciation.

(70) Lark Daniel, 'ETV: The Future Is bow," Educational Broadcast-
ing Review, III (August, 1969), pp. 7-10.

The executive director of the Southern Educational Com-
munications Association argued against a proposal to vest PTV
production largely in the hands of eight of the best stations
in the country.- "Since its inception," Daniel wrote, "educa-
tional broadcasting has been essentially dominated by the
large :netropolitan centers." Now that public money was pro-
vided in support of P17, Daniel claimed that the local stations
in all parts of the country, his South included, were the
agencies that should get the funds to produce local and nation-
al pre-grams.

(71) James Day, "The Social :responsibility of Public ilrousicasting,"
Educational i,roadcastinz Review, III Convention Report),
pp.

The then president of 1:ational Educational. Television e.o.
pressed dismay that some of his educational T. colleagues not
on refused to carry controversial national programs on their
local stations but even sought to restrain the creation and
distribution of such P.77 programs by others.

(72) -)biel.e.: Gene Ulis, "An Investigation of the Ford Foundation's
dole in the Early-Stage Development of Educational Television
in the United States," iinpublished :caster's thesis, University

of i:ouston, Iie.onton, Texas,

This study provided a good souxce 1;aekeroevi on the
l' Ord ;oxidation's early activities i.n teievisinn,
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both in PUbl'd TV am, in Instructional ":7. th-

c1ange in empidizis !:1 favor of ITV that play' in

oundationes priorities in the mil-l)5s ro ennti!Ine.: !iitn the

early 1Y.Os. It was 4 pJlicy that t!uye Public IV with
an early

Walter Emery, "Ts There a Constitutional Flaw in the Publ
droadcasting Act of ip'f?" Educational :.oadcastinL Review,
II (February, 1)6'1), pp. 17-2l.

Communications professor 'Jalter Emery reviewed the Public
iirlaCcasting Act of 1967 and noted five substantive differ-
ences between the relatively open version passed by the Senate
and the more restrictive bill passed by the House. three of
these differences appeared to him to have been crucially im-
portant. Two of these three were resolved more or less in
favor of the Senate. Conference committee members deleted
House wording that rejected support of programs involving
amusement or entertainment. They also seemed to agree that
House language requiring objectivity and balance in controver-
sial programs would relate only to a station's overall per-
formance, not to each and every program funded with public
money. A third eompromise, one made in favor of the House,
caused Emery much concern. Public broadcasters were enjoined
from editorializing. Emery believed this language was in con-
travention of First Amendment guarantees of free speech.

(74) Roland E. Fenz, "Where the U.$ Come From," Educational Tele-
vision, VIII (March, 1971), pp. 23-27.

The CPB's director of station development argued that the
differences among the PTV station types (community, public
school, university, and state networks) had retarded the de-
velopment of the medium because each possessed a separate and
different economic base. This situation, according to Fenz,
was changing.

Late in the 1960s and early in the 1970s, he wrote, the
tax-supported elements among these different stations began to
broaden their financial base by seeking private funds. At the
sum time, public funds became available in increasing quan-
tity to the entire PTV industry, community-supported educa-
tional stations included, with passage of the Public Broadcast-
ing Act of 1967. Community stanions thus began to accept pub-
lic funds at the same time as tax-supported stations expanded
their fund-raising to inclt.je private sources. Because of
this growing similarity in their funding sources, Fenz argued,
stations were becoming more similar in the types of program-
ming they were doing. Instructional programs were showing up
increasingly on the previously privately-financed PTV stations,
he thought, and more public affairs and cultural programs were
appearing on tax-supported stations.

With growing similarities, Fenz, wrote, there was an in-
creasing unification of interests and actions by stations in
behalf of PTV. Whether Fenz read the existing situation
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(75)

(76)

correctly or not, he clearly hoped fervently for hotli increas-
ing commonality of PT7's financial base and of its programming
service to the public. this economics-oriented view ixedicte,J
a more uniform PT',' industry at the very time when "diversity"
was becoming all ti:e rage in the rnete of the field and
toummonality" was being attacked as "Zastern liberal bstablish-
mentarianism."

rt :'ore: Youndatioxi, Annual Reports, hie
dat ion, 1.953 through 1973.

This crucial suppsrt organivatIon for educational televi-
sion devoted various lengths of space over the years to report-
ing its work in ETV as part of its extensive annual account-
ings to the American public. A reading of these statements in
the context of the full reports during these years could pro-
vide interesting leads for those interested in tracing Ford
Foundation policy twists.

The Fund for Adult Education, A Ten Year report of the Fund for
Adult Education, 1+51-161, dhite Plains, i;ew York: The Fund
for Adult Education, 19'2.

This report of Its decade of activities in adult educa-
tion included a chronicle by the FAE of its work to create a
viable educational television institution in the United States.
Naturally enough, the report exuded satisfaction and optimise
for the i'AE's creation.

Richard B. Hull, "The History i4ehind irV," The NABB Journal,
XVII (February, 1958), pp. 3-6 ff.

This pioneer educational broadcaster told his version of
the story behind the successful reservation of TV channels for
education. Educational radio broadcasting and a few crucial
members of that small fraternity of educational broadcasters
loomed large in Hull's view of how Public Television's future
was ensured.

(78) James E. Lornch and Richard Stromgren, "breaking Down a False
Dichotomy: Feature Films and Public Television," Educational
Broadcasting Review, IV (uctober, 1970), pp. 31-40.

The very existence of this article exemplifies the inim-
ical influences of the narrow definition of education, influ-
ences against which this article argued. The authors felt a
need for Public Television "to break down the false dichotomy
which relegates all feature films to the province of the en-
tertainment world and the commercial station." They effec-
tively made their case that there arc and continue to be a
considerable number of films combining intellectual stimula-
tion with entertainment which should be broadcast by PT'!
stations.

(79) Harold Mendelsohn and Melvyn M. Muchnik, "Public Television
and' Political iq.oadcasting: A ;fatter of Responsibility,"
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oadastine, Aevi(e;, i': (Dcember, Le70), pp. 3-9.

atiel was 11;40'1 On u mane,: go-e:tionnaire survey of
stat:ons t, gauge their efforts "t:, educate the elector-

at" durin th 19%%, election campaign period. The minimal

ar.:Itts of to Ac provided by PTV or this pArp:ise aed the ex-

planations of the 0:tuation by stati:,n shocked the

re.;-archers. They conclud,,, "Tn simple terms a significant
number PT1 stations in the baited States are plain fright-
0:,ed about getting themselves involved In such 'controversial'
matters as political elections....UnLil public television can
free itself from the wall-hugging, don't-rock-the-boat; take-
it-easy orientation to politics that apparently encumbers sig-
nIficant numbers of stations currently, it is difficult to sec
how PTV can possibly be considered as anything more than a
puny tragl.c joke on the nation's political enlightenment
scene."

(8o) 'diehard Mey,:r, "Eulogy for PhL," Educational Broadcasting,
Review, Tit (August, 1969), pp. 63-66.

The background of the Ford Foundation's bold Public Broad-
cast Laboratory came out clearly in this article. It also
noted the nositive impact Phi. had on the development of PTV
as well as the internecine warfare its relatively high budget
and self-confident aeministrators brought upon the series
from many "less fortunate" local stations.

(81) Steve Millard, "The Story of Public ;roadcasting," ixamdcact-
Imo LXXXT (:ovember 9, 1971), pp. 30-36.

This report reflected the thinking in 1)71 of the more
"reasonable" among the PTV national leadership group. While
it took account of the vast array of problems and disputes
related to Public Television, its view was essentially op-
timistic. PTV was surviving and expected eventually to
receive insulated funding. The only real danger was on the
horizon in the for of the Nixon administration's call for
emphasizing localism in Public Television. The potentiality
for evil in this concept, if used to prevent important nation-
ally-produced programining, was pointed out. It was de-eMpha
sized, however, probably in the hope that the ::ixon adminis-
tration would allow the "reasonable" elements of PTV leader-
ship to overcome on its own the factors bothering those around
time nation's incumbent President.

(f2) dward P. organ, "flail and Farewell to P;iL: A Post-mortem on
a Two-"eur Lxperiment," Zducational ;iroaeasting aeview, III
(August, 1)69), pp. (,2 and 63.

The anchor-nan of this experiment in public affairs adult
education reviewed the philosophy behind it, some of its
strengths, and some of its weaknesses.

(83) The i :etwork Project, "Chronology 2: Public Television," 0;
,;e4 York: The :'etworl. Project, 1973, pp. 17-20. (Total report
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is available for from the Network Project, 104 Earl Hall,
Columbia University, New York, hew York 100!7.)

Ill's chapter chronicled the harassment program conducted
against Pl",' by the jixon administration which threatened to
end in the emasculation of PTV as a meaningful form of adult
education.

(84) The Network Project, The Fourth Network, :;ew York: The Network
Project, 1971. (The organization's address is 1014 Earl Hall,
Columbia University, Jew York, Jew York 10027.)

This analysis of the development of educational television
suggested a conspiratorial, step-by-step plan by the Ford Foun-
dation to inflict its values upon the Aluerican people through
its support and creation of various elements in the ETV struc-
ture. As the Ford networking operation was about to disinte-
grate in 1969, according to this interpretation, the Foundation
allowed the network to be switched over to the control of the
federal government, a ploy by which the economic Establishment
maintained its hold upon the thinking to be disseminated by the
meOlum.

such an analysis is open to serious question in light of
the oDvious inconsistencies in Foundation policy toward edu-
cational TV over the years. There were other signs of a lack
of perspect+ve on the part of the writer. For the study to
speak of %ational Educational Television as having provided'no
effective programming until the coming of Fred Friendly to the
Ford Foundation is silly. To claim that NET "was beginning to
fall apart" as the result of local station manager discontent
is naive and preonsterouls. Managers were always "openly voic-
ing their discontent." Their words in 1969 were about the
same as they had been from 1959 onwards.

The Foundation, if the Network Project is to be believed,
could do no right. it attacked Ford for directing sup -
port to the national LTV network rather than to local stations,
the study then castigated the Foundation for changing the pol-
icy. Funneling funds directly to local stations, the publica-
tion claimed, "conceals the dominant role in funding that Ford
still has."

Despite these "howlers," the Network Project argued a
tasically sound thesis, one that questioned the level of free-
don Public Television possessed to meet public needs. Whether
it is the Ford Foundation or the Corporation for Public Broad-
casting which funds the PTV medium, the boards of directors of
these organizations are recruited from the ruling Establish-
ment. it is reasonaole indeed for the Network Project to ask
if such persons can truly serve the interests of all the
people.

(85) Burton Paulu, "Public Broadcasting in America Enters the
1970s," European Nroadcastinp Union Review, CXX-B (March,
1970), pp. 33-33.
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This article by a pioneer educational radio station oper-
ator gave a brief backgrotuui of Public iiroadcasting in the U.S.
and both described WO differentiated the roles of the many
different orgallizations in the field.

(86) John Walker Powell, Channels of Learning, Washington, D.C.:
Public Affairs Press, 1902.

Powell briefly told the story of educational television
up to 1961, emphasizing the role of the Fund for Adult Edu-
cation--the organization that commissioned the document.
Powell referred to himself as a chronicler and, indeed, same of
his writing recalls glhmpses of the court chronicler of yore,
quivering in excitement and emotion over the derring-do of his
masters. de went off the deep end altogether in stating that
by 1961 programs on ETV stations provided "almost everywhere
in my experience with it--a television resource superior at
most times of most days to anything offered on the entertain-
ment stations."

On discounting such puffery by this free-lance chronicler
one finds a helpful source of background on Fund for Adult Ed-
ucation activities in ETV. This is true despite his quotation
without attribution and the overall non-academic treatment of
his subject.

(87) Fred Powledge, Public Television: A Question of Survival,
Washington, D.C.: Public Affairs Press, 1972.

This American Civil Liberties Union booklet reported the
%ikon administration's attempt to destroy PTV as a national
force capable of furthering a critical understanding of public
affairs. The author was convinced, however, that the disap-
pearance of PT7 "as a relevant force in American society"
could be prevented. le trusted the "people" of the United
States to change the situation if Congress and Public TV it-
self would only inform the public of the impending "disaster."

(8i) Wilbur Schramm, et al., The People Look at Educational Televi-
sion, Stanford, CalifornIal Stanford University Press, 1963.

Results of an audience study of eight different ETV sta-
tions by a Stanford University group in 1962 were combined
with results of an 117 study done late in 1959 and early in
1960 of the :,oston e,hicational station's audience. Analysis
suggest.:(7 that eflucational television had a small but in-
creasing -!ieweesl'.71,. One of the pripary characteristics of
that aloledce was its blzher than average educational level.
It seemed in 1962, at least, that those who wished PTV to
reach an elite were having their way and that those wishing
th:s me(l_um tf., serve people with little formal education were
fail to achiele their ends.

C.')) ':enry J. Si(.-le, atr000% at the ETV Aarlleace," Educational
rAa:castine TTT (October, 1'69), pp. 23-29.
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This article presented the national findings of a 1969
survey of television viewership. Consistent with earlier
studies of the educational TV audience, it reported that "ETV
households appear to be a good deal wealthier than average,
better educated, better informed and more involved in commun-
ity and professional organizations."

John F. White, "Retiring NET President Reviews Decade of
Growth," Educational Broadcasting Review, III (June, 1969),
pp. 14-19.

The farewell speech to PTV stations by retiring NET Presi-
dent White outlined his view of the situation in PTV at that
time and the developments over the years which led to that
point. He revealed his organization's expectation that it
would continue to be the major program production source for
the movement, an expectation in which NET soon experienced
massive frustration.

(91) Donald Neal Wood, "The First Decade of thelFourth Network':
An Historical, Descriptive Analysis of the National Educa-
tional Television and Radio Center," Unpublished Ph.D. dis-
sertation, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1963.
(Available from University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
as Order No. 64-6764.)

Wood described the development of NET from 1952 to 1962,
contrasting the earlier "educational" orientation under Harry
Newburn with the "broadcasting" orientation under John White,
who assumed direction of the organization in 1959. Wood, who
had worked for NET under White, was a strong supporter of the
latter's expansion policy for the organization and of White's
vision of NET as a "Fourth Network."

(92) Donald N. Wood, "The First Fifteen Years of the 'Fourth Net-
work'," Journal of Broadcasting, XIII (Spring, 1969), pp.
131-144.

The author briefed down his Ph.D. study of National Edu-
cational Television and updated it to 1967. While weakened
appreciably by the cutting, the study will be helpful to any-
one desiring a quick, close-up sketch of the development of
the organization to that time. It failed, however, to pro-
vide a context in which the organization operated. Thus Wood
was reduced to explaining NET policies largely in terms of
such stereotypes of different NET leaders as "conservative"
and "progressive."

(93) Anthony W. Zaitz, "The History of Educational Television - -
1932 -1958," Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, 1960. (Available from Univer-
sity Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan as Order No. 60-2475.)

This rather pedestrian thesis traced the development of
educational television to 1958 through a survey of the lit-
erature, interviews, and correspondence with persons involved
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